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Knowing both sides of the case is why we win.






We offer our clients our vast experience.




Free Consultation








OVER 25 YEARS IN BUSINESS!
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Extensive
Litigation
Experience









Our firm’s lawyers have vast experience in the courtroom and have handled a wide array of personal injury cases on both sides of the case. However, being an experienced trial attorney also means knowing when to settle a case before it reaches the steps of the courthouse. A hallmark of our law firm has been providing clients with an early assessment of their case and a recommendation as to whether to settle a case or proceed to trial.

The Truitt Law Firm, LLC is based in New Orleans, Louisiana, and is an aggressive law firm comprised of experienced attorneys and paralegals who “get it.” We understand each client’s need and respond to that need as if the matter was our own. But, what really sets our firm apart from the others is that we know both sides of the case — it’s why we win.

We represent Fortune 500 companies, local businesses, insurers, self-insureds and personal injury victims. Our record of success for all of our clients, both plaintiffs and defendants, is what you want on your side when you need to go to court. Knowing both sides of the case — it’s why we win.

Our past clients are our strongest advocates. We invite you to review our success stories and the high praise that our clients have shared with us.













Practice Areas












Motor Vehicle Accidents













Premises Liability













Workplace Injuries













Catastrophic Injuries













Wrongful Death
















Experienced Litigators Assisting Clients Statewide






The Truitt Law Firm, LLC provides depth of experience, knowledge of the law and skill as litigators to clients across Louisiana. Our clients entrust us with their claims and litigated matters from New Orleans to Shreveport. Judges and opposing counsel throughout the state are familiar with our reputation and know that our lawyers and staff will be well-prepared to handle cases in the highest professional and ethical manner.

One of the most important distinctions between and other personal injury firms around the state is the high volume of cases that our lawyers have taken to trial — close to 500 among the firm’s lawyers.

Why is that important? Because in a practice area where more than three-fourths of the lawsuits filed nationally settle out of court, it is critical to retain the services of a law firm that has the proven ability to litigate and win when a fair settlement is not achievable.

This is not to say that we litigate needlessly. To the contrary, we always remain mindful of our clients’ best interests and strive to resolve cases as efficiently as possible. By establishing such a strong record of going to court and winning, however, we are able to negotiate from a position of strength.










What Our Clients Say












 Thank you seems like such small words to express how much your help with my employment meant. I felt so ganged up on and defeated and you lifted me up! I will never forget that. It was such a miserable rainy day and you took the time to help me when you could have just let it go. I know that you spent a great deal of time and trouble for me and believed in me. That means so much!

– Nancy Samrow

 









 I worked closely with Bobby Truitt and the other attorneys of The Truitt Law Firm, LLC for many years. What impressed me the most was Bobby’s candor and abilities as a trial attorney. He obtained numerous “zero verdicts” for Kmart, and consistently provided good counsel at a very reasonable cost. I would recommend The Truitt Law Firm, LLC

– Andre F. Mayes, Esq.,
– Kmart Corp.
– Asst. General Counsel

 









 Bobby and his firm are conscientious in their efforts to get the best results possible at a minimal cost to their client.

– Sally Rock,
USF Insurance Company

 









 I highly recommend Bobby Truitt. I know him to be a very competent, capable insurance defense counsel. I always found him to be very accessible and accountable, and he has always produced excellent results.

– Kaedra Arnold,
AIG

 









 Bobby has a great eye for ‘seeing the big picture’ and adeptly surveying the ‘forest for the trees,’ yet also is detail-oriented enough to adroitly engage in creative, problem-solving that can turn on nuanced issues. His patience and personability mean he can be relied upon to provide great customer service.

– David Afton,
First Mercury Indemnity Company

 









 Mr. Truitt and his staff were professional and friendly. They worked quickly to settle my case and were immediately responsive to my requests for updates on my case. They pushed the opposing side to move forward on several occasions, and charged a fee that was not only fair, but lower than I had anticipated.

– Dr. Ryan Russell

 









 My recent experience with The Truitt Law Firm, LLC was exceptional. Bobby and his staff were very compassionate, professional and attentive to me and my case. The caring, capable attitude of The Truitt Law Firm, LLC really put my mind at ease.

– Michelle Domingue
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Understanding All Aspects Of Personal Injury Cases






Our extensive experience handling both sides of these lawsuits allow us to effectively anticipate the opposing counsel’s strategy.

From offices in Covington and Metairie, we represent injured individuals throughout Louisiana on a contingency fee basis. If you or a family member has been seriously injured in an accident that was caused by someone else’s negligence, you will only pay attorney fees if we obtain a recovery for you.

For our clients on the defense side, we have been a leader in alternative billing arrangements and always maintain fair billing rates and invoices. It’s one reason we have enjoyed great loyalty from our business and insurance clients over the years.
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Contact Our Law Firm Today






To learn more about the representation The Truitt Law Firm, LLC, in Covington, provides, and to set up a free and no-obligation consultation, contact our law firm by calling 985-273-0900.
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How Can We Help?

















Covington Office






Mail Address

1321 Ochsner Blvd.
Suite 200
Covington, LA 70433



Covington Office
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Phone: 985-273-0900







New Orleans Office






433 Metairie Road
Suite 209
Metairie, LA 70005



New Orleans Office
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